Calibration of $^{119}$Sn isomer shift using ab initio wave function methods
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The isomer shift for the 23.87 keV M1 resonant transition in the $^{119}$Sn nucleus is calibrated with the help of ab initio calculations. The calibration constant $\alpha$($^{119}$Sn) obtained from Hartree–Fock (HF) calculations ($\alpha_{HF}(^{119}$Sn) = (0.081 ± 0.002) a$_0^{-3}$ mm/s) and from second-order Møller–Plesset (MP2) calculations ($\alpha_{MP2}(^{119}$Sn) = (0.091 ± 0.002) a$_0^{-3}$ mm/s) are in good agreement with the previously obtained values. The importance of a proper treatment of electron correlation effects is demonstrated on the basis of a statistical analysis of the results of the calibration. The approach used in the calibration is applied to study the $^{119}$Sn isomer shift in CaSnO$_3$ perovskite under pressure. Comparison with the experimental results for the pressure range of 0–36 GPa shows that the current methodology is capable of describing tiny variations of isomer shift with reasonable accuracy.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Mössbauer or nuclear $\gamma$-resonance spectroscopy is a widely used method for the investigation of the electronic structure of crystalline and disordered materials. An important advantage of the Mössbauer spectroscopy is that it is capable of providing information about the local chemical environment of the resonating nuclei on an atomic scale.\(^2\)\(^-\)\(^9\) The dependence of the energy of the nuclear $\gamma$-transition $E_\gamma$ on the interaction with the surrounding electrons is at the heart of the method and provides its high sensitivity to the electronic structure of the sample. The isomer shift of a Mössbauer spectrum is a sensitive characteristic of the local chemical environment of the resonating nucleus, which provides information on the charge and spin state of the target atom and on the geometry of its coordination sphere. The isomer shift is defined as a displacement of the frequency of the nuclear $\gamma$-transition in the target (absorber) nucleus $\Delta E_\gamma$ with respect to the reference (source) nucleus $\Delta E_\gamma^s$ as given in Eq. (1) in terms of the Doppler velocity necessary to achieve resonance.

$$\delta = \frac{c}{E_\gamma}(\Delta E_\gamma^s - \Delta E_\gamma).$$

(1)

Traditionally, the energy differences $\Delta E_\gamma^{st}$ are calculated within the framework of perturbation theory, whereby the variation of the electron–nuclear interaction potential during the $\gamma$-transition is treated as a weak perturbation of the nuclear energy level.\(^10\)\(^-\)\(^14\) This approach leads to the well known expression for the isomer shift of Mössbauer spectra as a linear function of the so-called contact electron density (electron density at the nucleus) in the target $\rho_c$ and reference $\rho_c^s$ compounds, see Eq. (2).

$$\delta = \alpha(\rho_c - \rho_c^s).$$

(2)

The calibration constant $\alpha$, in Eq. (2), depends entirely on fundamental constants and on the internal parameters of the nuclear $\gamma$-transition. Although these parameters, the most important of which are the nuclear charge radius $R$ and the variation of the nuclear charge radius $\Delta R$ in the $\gamma$-transition, and the contact density $\rho_c^{st}$ are physical observables, modern experimental techniques do not allow for a sufficiently accurate determination of these quantities. The theoretical calculation of the electron contact density at the target nuclei in chemical compounds remains the most reliable way of determining of the calibration constant $\alpha$.

It should be realized, however, that the success of the traditional approach based on Eq. (2) relies on the availability of the contact densities from theoretical calculations. The contact density is easily available from calculations in which the theoretical methods fulfilling the Hellmann–Feynman theorem, such as the self-consistent field (SCF) method or the Kohn–Sham method of density functional theory (DFT), are employed.\(^15\)\(^-\)\(^17\) However, the use of the most sophisticated methods of ab initio wave function theory, such as the coupled-cluster method or single-reference and multireference Møller–Plesset perturbation theory, requires the calculation of the so-called relaxed density matrix which considerably increases the amount of computational work necessary to obtain the density. Hence relatively low-level computational methods are commonly employed in the calibration of the Mössbauer isomer shift using Eq. (2). Furthermore, as a consequence of the approximations embedded into Eq. (2) when deriving it from Eq. (1), the inclusion of relativistic effects into the calculated contact densities is not a straightforward task.\(^14\)\(^,\)\(^19\) Relativity strongly modifies electronic wave functions in the vicinity of the nuclei, such that its inclusion is mandatory for obtaining accurate results for properties depending on the atomic core electrons.\(^14\)\(^,\)\(^20\)

In this respect, the situation in theoretical modeling of the Mössbauer isomer shift is dramatically different from the modeling of another important parameter of the Mössbauer
spectrum, the quadrupole splitting, for theoretical determination of which the most sophisticated computational methods including the coupled-cluster method with relativistic corrections can be employed. Note that the quadrupole splitting parameters are obtained within the finite-difference scheme which does not rely on the availability of the fully relaxed density matrix.\textsuperscript{21,22} It is desirable therefore to employ, for the calibration of the Mössbauer isomer shift, a more direct theoretical approach which allows for straightforward inclusion of the most important effects, such as relativity and electron correlation. Such an approach, which is based on the nonperturbative inclusion of the finite size nucleus into theoretical calculations, has been recently developed in Refs.\textsuperscript{23} and \textsuperscript{24}. Within this approach, the isomer shifts are calculated based on the numeric differentiation of the electronic energy with respect to the nuclear radius and hence it overcomes the need of the computation of relaxed density matrix in higher order Möller–Plesset or coupled-cluster methods.\textsuperscript{23,24} This offers possibility for a systematic improvement of the results of theoretical modeling of the Mössbauer isomer shift.

In the present work, the new method is applied to the calibration of the Mössbauer isomer shift of $^{119}\text{Sn}$ nucleus. Tin compounds have been extensively studied with the use of Mössbauer spectroscopy and there exists a plethora of experimental data on the $^{119}\text{Sn}$ isomer shift in various chemical environments.\textsuperscript{25–27} Accurate theoretical simulations of the experimental data over a wide range of chemical environments are used to obtain a theoretical value of the calibration constant $\alpha$, which is compared to the previously obtained values. In this work, special emphasis is given to the use of systematically improvable \textit{ab initio} wave function methods and on the role of the electron correlation effects for obtaining accurate theoretical results. As an independent test of the calibration constant $\alpha(\text{Sn})$ obtained, theoretical simulations of the pressure dependence of the Mössbauer isomer shift in CaSnO\textsubscript{3} perovskite are carried out. It is our hope that the calibration of the $^{119}\text{Sn}$ isomer shift on a representative set of compounds carried out with the use of accurate computational methods will help improve the accuracy of interpretation of the experimental measurements.

### II. THEORY AND COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS

The isomer shift is calculated using the new approach,\textsuperscript{23} according to which the isomer shift is expressed as a derivative of the electronic energy with respect to the radius of a finite size nucleus. This method has the advantage that the effects of relativity and electron correlation can be straightforwardly incorporated into the theoretical isomer shifts. The isomer shift is expressed as

$$
\delta = \frac{c}{E^\gamma} \left( \frac{\partial E^\gamma_c(R)}{\partial R} \bigg|_{R=R_N} - \frac{\partial E^\gamma_a(R)}{\partial R} \bigg|_{R=R_N} \right) \Delta R,
$$

where $E^\gamma$ is the energy of the nuclear $\gamma$-transition, $c$ is the velocity of light, $R$ is the nuclear radius, $\Delta R$ is the variation of the nuclear radius from the experimental value $R_N$, and $E^\gamma_c$ and $E^\gamma_a$ are the electronic energies of systems containing the absorber and the source nuclei. The derivatives ($\partial E^\gamma_c(R)/\partial R$) and $\partial E^\gamma_a(R)/\partial R$ are calculated numerically using the increment of $10^{-6}$ bohr for the root mean square nuclear charge radius\textsuperscript{28} ($R_N = 0.876 \times 10^{-4}$ bohr). Throughout this work, the Gaussian nucleus model\textsuperscript{28} is used in the calculations.

In analogy to the conventional approach based on Eq. (2), the effective electron density inside the nucleus $\tilde{\rho}_e$ can be defined as in Eq. (4),\textsuperscript{23}

$$
\tilde{\rho}_e = \frac{5}{4\pi ZR} \frac{\delta E^\gamma_c(R)}{\partial R} \bigg|_{R=R_N}.
$$

The contact density obtained in this way can be used in connection with Eq. (2). Thus, the calibration constant $\alpha$ in Eq. (2) can be obtained from a linear regression as given in Eq. (5) (Refs. 15–17) where the effective contact densities [Eq. (4)] are employed

$$
\delta = a\tilde{\rho} + b.
$$

Equation (5) is used to calculate the isomer shifts from the contact densities using the calibration parameters, $\alpha$ and $b$ specific for each method of calculation.

All calculations were carried out using the COLOGNE 2005 (Ref. 29) suite of programs in which the computational scheme for the isomer shift calculation is implemented. The relativistic calculations are carried out within the one-electron approximation\textsuperscript{30} and using the normalized elimination of the small component method.\textsuperscript{31}

The calculations were carried out both at the Hartree–Fock (HF) and second-order Möller–Plesset perturbation theory\textsuperscript{32} (MP2) level. The spin-unrestricted formalism was applied for open-shell species. The 21s15p11d2f basis set of Dyall\textsuperscript{33} was used for Sn and for all other elements the augmented correlation consistent double-zeta (aug-cc-pVDZ) basis sets of Dunning\textsuperscript{34} were used. All basis sets were used in uncontracted form.

The Sn compounds used in the present investigation are SnF\textsubscript{4}, SnO\textsubscript{2}, CaSnO\textsubscript{3}, BaSnO\textsubscript{4}, SnCl\textsubscript{4}, SnS\textsubscript{2}, SnBr\textsubscript{2}, SnSe\textsubscript{2}, SnI\textsubscript{2}, SnO, SnS, SnSe, and SnCl\textsubscript{2}. The isomer shift of these compounds ranges from −0.36 mm/s (SnF\textsubscript{4}) to +4.06 mm/s (SnCl\textsubscript{2}) (see Table II). The sources of the experimental values for each of these compounds are cited in Table II. In this work, we employed the embedded cluster approach to calculate the local electronic structure of solids. Within this approach, a cluster of atoms representing a structural unit of the crystalline solid is immersed in the Madelung potential of the rest of the crystal. The Madelung potential is modeled by a large array of point charges placed at the appropriate crystallographic positions. The magnitudes of the charges are determined from the natural bond order analysis\textsuperscript{35} of the respective cluster wave functions calculated at the HF level. From our preliminary calculations we concluded that the inclusion of the Madelung potential of the crystal has a relatively minor effect on the calculated contact densities [Eq. (4)], which is consistent with the conclusions of other works.\textsuperscript{15,16} However, because the clusters modeling the above solids are negatively charged, the embedding potential was added to compensate for the extra negative cluster charge.

The crystal structures and the cluster geometries considered in the present work are explained below. The cluster
geometries are shown in Fig. 1. The coordinates of atoms in the clusters and of point charges used to simulate the Madelung potential were obtained from the crystal structures using the VICS II (Ref. 36) program.

SnF₄ (Ref. 37) has a body-centered-tetragonal structure. The cluster is [SnF₆]²⁻, where the tin atom is surrounded by a distorted octahedron of fluorine atoms [see Fig. 1(a)]. The atomic positions are in the 14/mmm space group.

SnO₂ (Ref. 38) has a rutile, tetragonal structure (P4₂/mmm). The cluster on which calculations were done is [SnO₆]⁶⁻, where the tin atom is surrounded by a distorted octahedron of oxygen atoms [see Fig. 1(b)].

FIG. 1. (Color online) The cluster geometries used in the calculations, (a) [SnF₆]²⁻ in SnF₄ (b) [SnO₆]⁶⁻ in SnO₂ (c) [SnO₆]⁶⁻:M²⁺, M=Ca/Ba in CaSnO₂/BaSnO₂, respectively (d) [SnO₆]⁶⁻:8Ca²⁺ in CaSnO₂ perovskite (e) [SnX₄], X=Cl/Br in SnCl₄/SnBr₄, respectively (f) [SnE₆]⁻, E=S/Se in SnS₆/SnSe₂, respectively (g) [SnI₄]²⁻ in SnI₄ (h) [Sn₂O₆]²⁻ in SnO (i) [SnF₆]²⁻, E=S/Se in SnS/SnSe, respectively (j) [SnCl埫]⁻ in SnCl₂.
CaSnO₃ and BaSnO₃ (Ref. 39) have cubic structures (Pm₃m). The tin atoms are in a cubic environment where the Ca/Ba ions lie in the cube vertices and O atoms lie in the middle of all cube edges. The cluster considered is [SnO₆]⁸⁻, with the eight Ca²⁺/Ba²⁺ ions around the cluster modeled by the respective Stuttgart effective core potentials ⁴⁰ (ECPs) [see Fig. 1(e)].

CaSnO₃, considered in the Sec. III B, has an orthorhombically distorted perovskite structure ⁴¹ (Pnam). It consists of corner-linked SnO₆ octahedra with the Ca ions in the nine-fold oxygen coordination. The cluster considered is [SnO₆]⁸⁻ with eight Ca²⁺ ions around the cluster (which is modeled by Stuttgart ECPs). The tin atom is in an environment of oxygen octahedron [see Fig. 1(d)].

SnCl₄ (Ref. 56) and SnBr₄ (Ref. 43) have monoclinic structures (P2₁/c) with four molecules per unit cell. The molecular clusters SnCl₄ and SnBr₄, with distorted tetrahedral geometry, were considered for the calculations [see Fig. 1(e)].

SnS₂ and SnSe₂ (Ref. 48) have a layered structure (P3₃m1). The sulfide or selenide anions form a hexagonal close-packed arrangement while the tin cations fill alternating layers of octahedral sites. The crystal consists of X-M-X sandwiches (where M is Sn and X is S in SnS₂ and Se in SnSe₂). The unit cell contains two molecules. The clusters are [SnS₆]⁸⁻ and [SnSe₆]⁸⁻, where the coordination around the Sn atom is that of a distorted octahedron [see Fig. 1(f)].

SnI₄ (Ref. 44) has a cubic lattice (Pn₃m) with eight molecules packing loosely in the unit cell. The cluster considered is SnI₄ with a distorted tetrahedral geometry [see Fig. 1(g)].

SnO (Ref. 45) has a tetragonal structure (P4/nmm) with four tin atoms in the unit cell. The chemically meaningful structural unit of this crystal includes four closely packed SnO₄ tetragonal pyramidal blocks pairwise connected via bridged oxygen atoms. For this crystal, we included all four tin atoms in the unit cell into the representative cluster, which resulted in a [Sn₂O₄]²⁻ cluster embedded in the Madelung field of the rest of the crystal [see Fig. 1(h)].

SnS and SnSe (Ref. 46) have an orthorhombic structure (Pnma). The clusters considered for these solids are [SnS₄]⁻² and [SnSe₄]⁻² in which the tin atom has three pyramidal S/Se neighbors, two located in the plane of the layer and one at a short distance normal to this plane [see Fig. 1(i)].

SnCl₂ (Ref. 47) has an orthorhombic structure (Pnam) with four SnCl₂ units per unit cell. All atoms in the unit cell lie in two planes parallel to (001). The cluster is [SnCl₄]⁻², in which the tin atom is surrounded by three chlorine atoms at distances of 2.68, 3.21, and 3.30 Å in the same plane, two chlorine atoms at distances of 2.78 Å and two chlorine atoms at a distance of 3.05 Å [see Fig. 1(j)].

### III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In this section, we present the results of the theoretical determination of the \(^{119}\text{Sn} \) calibration constant \( \alpha \) which is obtained from the linear relationship [Eq. (5)] between the theoretically calculated contact densities with the experimental isomer shifts in a series of tin compounds. The calibration parameters obtained from the linear regression analysis will be used to calculate the \(^{119}\text{Sn} \) isomer shifts, which will be compared to the available experimental values. As an independent test of the quality of the obtained calibration parameters, a calculation of the isomer shift in CaSnO₃ perovskite under pressure will be undertaken.

#### A. Calibration of the \(^{119}\text{Sn} \) isomer shift

The electron contact densities calculated using Eq. (4) are reported in Table I along with the experimental \(^{119}\text{Sn} \) isomer shifts. The results of linear regression analysis of the theoretical contact densities versus the experimental isomer shifts are presented in Fig. 2. Besides the contact densities obtained in the present work with the use of the relativistically corrected HF and MP2 methods, the contact densities obtained by Svane et al. ⁴⁷ as an average of the total electronic densities obtained in periodic density functional calculations with the local density approximation (LDA) functional inside a sphere of nuclear charge radius, are also used in the linear regression analysis and are reported in Fig. 2.

The calibration parameters obtained from the linear regression in Fig. 2 are \( \alpha_{HF}(^{119}\text{Sn}) = (0.081 ± 0.002) \alpha_0^2 \) mm/s, \( b_{HF} = (-14807.91 ± 467.11) \) mm/s and \( \alpha_{MP2}(^{119}\text{Sn}) = (0.091 ± 0.002) \alpha_0^2 \) mm/s, \( b_{MP2} = (-16584.65 ± 378.40) \) mm/s, respectively. The \( \alpha_{MP2} \) value is in good agreement with the calibration constant \( \alpha_{LDA}(^{119}\text{Sn}) = (0.092 ± 0.002) \alpha_0^2 \) mm/s, obtained from the periodic LDA calculations. ⁴⁷ Given that both methods, MP2 and LDA, include electron correlation, good agreement between the results of different sets of calculations indicates the importance of inclusion of correlation effects into the isomer shift calculations. The results of the statistical analysis of the data reported in Table I and in Fig. 2 support this conclusion. The MP2 method shows a much lower standard deviation in the linear regression analysis and an improved \( r^2 \) correlation coefficient as compared to the HF values, \( \alpha_{MP2} = 0.114 \) mm/s versus \( \alpha_{HF} = 0.158 \) mm/s and \( r^2_{MP2} = 0.994 \) versus \( r^2_{HF} = 0.989 \).

It is noteworthy that a systematic improvement of the results of the theoretical calculations can be achieved with

| TABLE I. Electron contact densities of \(^{119}\text{Sn} \) clusters (a large constant of 182 800\( \alpha_0^2 \) has been subtracted from all the values) along with structural references. |
|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|
| Cluster | Space group | Ref. | SCF | MP2 |
| SnF₄ | 14/nmm | 37 | 13.32 | 23.84 |
| SnO₂ | P4₁/nnm | 38 | 17.50 | 29.68 |
| CaSnO₃ | Pn3m | 39 | 15.25 | 27.92 |
| BaSnO₃ | Pn3m | 39 | 16.46 | 26.51 |
| SnCl₄ | P2₁/c | 56 | 27.50 | 35.19 |
| SnS₂ | P5₁m | 48 | 27.37 | 40.60 |
| SnBr₄ | P2₁/c | 43 | 30.94 | 40.39 |
| SnSe₂ | P5₁m | 48 | 30.37 | 43.66 |
| SnI₄ | Pa3 | 44 | 35.28 | 45.17 |
| SnO | Pa₃ | 45 | 44.00 | 55.50 |
| SnS | Pnna | 46 | 57.03 | 64.23 |
| SnSe | Pnna | 46 | 58.65 | 65.28 |
| SnCl₂ | Pnam | 47 | 67.43 | 72.14 |
the use of the methods which take electron correlation into account. Indeed, electron correlation results in a noticeable contraction of the electron density towards the nucleus, which is evident from the contact densities reported in Table I and from literature data.\textsuperscript{49} Besides that, the inclusion of electron correlation results in an improved description of the bond covalency in metal complexes, which plays an important role for a reliable determination of the contact densities as has been demonstrated by Sadoc\textit{et al.}\textsuperscript{50} In this respect, it is rather surprising that the LDA periodic calculations\textsuperscript{27} yield a somewhat inferior statistical correlation with the experimental data than the MP2 embedded cluster calculation, $\sigma_{\text{MP2}}=0.114\text{ mm/s}$ versus $\sigma_{\text{LDA}}=0.163\text{ mm/s}$. This suggests that with the use of wave function based methods one achieves a more efficient system-specific account of the important electron correlation effects. Although the comparison has been made against the LDA calculations, judging from the results of density functional calculations of Mössbauer isomer shifts\textsuperscript{16,17,24} the use of the gradient-corrected functionals should not lead to a marked improvement of the correlation with experiment. The use of the hybrid functionals, however, may lead to an improved correlation with experiment and may bring the accuracy of density functional calculations closer to the wave function methods.\textsuperscript{16,17,24}

The calibration parameters $\alpha^{(119\text{Sn})}$ and $b^{(119\text{Sn})}$ obtained with the HF and MP2 methods were used to calculate the $^{119}\text{Sn}$ isomer shifts using Eq. (5). The resulting $^{119}\text{Sn}$ isomer shifts are compared in Table II with the experimental values and with the values obtained from the calibration parameters and contact densities reported in Ref. 27. The re-

\begin{table}[h]
\centering
\begin{tabular}{lcccc}
\hline
 & $\delta_{\text{exp}}$ & Ref. & SCF & MP2 & LDA$^a$ \\
\hline
\text{SnF}_4 & $-0.36$ & 54 & $-0.23$ & $-0.37$ & $-0.28$ \\
\text{SnO}_2 & 0.00 & 55 & 0.03 & $-0.01$ & 0.07 \\
\text{CaSnO}_3 & 0.00 & 55 & 0.11 & $-0.13$ & $-0.28$ \\
\text{BaSnO}_3 & 0.00 & 55 & $-0.07$ & 0.15 & $-0.06$ \\
\text{SnCl}_3 & 0.85 & 36 & 0.92 & 0.65 & n.a. \\
\text{SnS}_2 & 0.98 & 42 & 0.91 & 1.15 & 1.23 \\
\text{SnBr}_3 & 1.13 & 39 & 1.20 & 1.13 & n.a. \\
\text{SnSe}_2 & 1.36 & 57 and 58 & 1.15 & 1.42 & 1.48 \\
\text{SnI}_4 & 1.55 & 59 & 1.55 & 1.56 & n.a. \\
\text{SnO} & 2.64 & 60 & 2.26 & 2.50 & 2.63 \\
\text{SnS} & 3.29 & 42 and 61–63 & 3.31 & 3.29 & 3.43 \\
\text{SnSe} & 3.31 & 61 and 57 & 3.44 & 3.38 & 3.21 \\
\text{SnCl}_2 & 4.06 & 64 & 4.50 & 4.01 & 3.94 \\
\text{MSE}$^b$ & 0.13 & 0.08 & 0.08 & 0.12 \\
$\sigma^c$ & 0.15 & 0.11 & 0.16 \\
MSE$^d$ & 0.02 & 0.01 & 0.01 \\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\caption{Experimental isomer shifts and isomer shifts calculated according to Eq. (5) using the contact densities given in Table I and the calibration constants obtained from linear fits in Fig. 2.}
\end{table}
The results of the linear regression analysis of the theoretical isomer shifts versus the experimental values are presented in Fig. 3. Again, the MP2 method provides an improved statistical correlation of the theoretical isomer shift values with experiment. It is gratifying that the MP2 method provides a better statistical correlation with experiment than the earlier reported periodic LDA calculations of Svane et al.\textsuperscript{27} $\sigma_{\text{MP2}} = 0.112$ mm/s versus $\sigma_{\text{LDA}} = 0.160$ mm/s. The average errors in the calculations also strengthen this argument, $\text{MAE}_{\text{MP2}} = 0.08$ mm/s versus $\text{MAE}_{\text{LDA}} = 0.12$ mm/s (refer Table II). Taken together with an improvement in the calibration procedure brought about by the inclusion of electron correlation in the MP2 method, this observation provides strong evidence of the importance of proper description of electron correlation effects in the calculation of isomer shifts in metal compounds.

### B. Isomer shift variation in CaSnO$_3$ perovskite

The calibration constants obtained in Sec. III A were employed to calculate the variation of $^{119}$Sn isomer shift in CaSnO$_3$ perovskite. Recently, experimental results for the dependence of the isomer shift under external pressure have been obtained in Ref. 51. The range of variation of the isomer shift is $0.08$ mm/s for the pressure range of 0–36 GPa. No phase transitions have been observed in CaSnO$_3$ perovskite under high pressure so that the isomer shift variation is entirely due to the change in the local geometry around the tin sites.\textsuperscript{51}

For a theoretical method employed for the calculation of isomer shifts, the variation of the isomer shift of CaSnO$_3$ perovskite under pressure represents a stringent test. Indeed, the range of isomer shifts in this case is rather narrow, much narrower than the range in the different compounds used in Sec. III A. Therefore, the ability of a theoretical method to reproduce these variations with a reasonable accuracy should indicate the quality of the computational approach. In the previous work,\textsuperscript{51} a value of $+0.008$ mm/s was obtained at a pressure of 36 GPa by using traditional approach based on the MO-LCAO (molecular orbital as a linear combination of the atomic orbitals) calculations.\textsuperscript{52} Besides being an order of magnitude too small, this value has the wrong sign which indicates certain inconsistencies in the theoretical method employed in Ref. 51.

In the present work, we employed the unit cell parameters of CaSnO$_3$ perovskite determined in Ref. 53 for the pressure range from 0 to 8.5 GPa. The fractional coordinates of atoms in the unit cell were taken from Ref. 41 at 0 GPa pressure. Because the information on the fractional atomic coordinates of CaSnO$_3$ perovskite under nonzero pressure is not available from literature, these coordinates were kept fixed in the calculations. The lattice parameters for pressures greater than 8.5 GPa were obtained by an extrapolation of the parameters obtained experimentally for the 0–8.5 GPa pressure range. Although the lack of accurate information on the fractional coordinates and the lattice parameters may lead to certain errors in the calculations, we adopted this approach in the present work following Ref. 51, where the unit cell parameters were obtained in a similar way.

The dependence of the $^{119}$Sn isomer shift in CaSnO$_3$ perovskite calculated with the use of the HF and MP2 methods is plotted in Fig. 4 along with the experimental curve.\textsuperscript{51} For each theoretical method, the calibration constants $\alpha$ and

![FIG. 3. (Color online) Calculated isomer shifts (in mm/s) vs experimental isomer shifts (in mm/s) for Sn clusters using SCF, MP2, and DFT (LDA) (Ref. 27), respectively.](image)

![FIG. 4. (Color online) Pressure variation (in GPa) vs isomer shift (in mm/s) for CaSnO$_3$ perovskite structure. Experimental values are taken from Ref. 51.](image)
of tiny variations of the isomer shift due to pressure. Be-
retical scheme is capable of providing qualitative estimates 
reported in Fig. 4 give us confidence that the present theo-
not allow one to draw a clear conclusion on the superior 
affect the relative isomer shifts calculated with respect to the 
range from 0.17 \text{ mm/s} to 0.037 \text{ mm/s} as obtained in the 
periodic density functional calculations of Svane et al.\textsuperscript{12}
The calibration constant \( \alpha_{\text{MP2}}^{(119\text{Sn})} = (0.091 \pm 0.002) a_0^{-3} \) 
mm/s obtained in the present work with the use of relativis-
tically corrected MP2 calculations is in excellent agreement 
with the previously obtained value. This gives us confidence 
that a method-independent value of the calibration constant 
can indeed be determined in theoretical calculations.

One of the interesting observations made in the course of 
the present work is the importance of including electron cor-
relation in the theoretical modeling of the Mössbauer isomer 
shift. Indeed, as shown in the linear regression analysis of the 
calculated contact densities [see Eq. (4)] with respect to the 
observed isomer shifts, the use of the MP2 method leads to a 
noticeable improvement of the statistical correlation as com-
pared to the HF results (see Fig. 2). Besides that, the descrip-
tion of the isomer shifts calculated with the correlated 
method (MP2) are in a much better agreement with the 
experimental values than the HF results (see Table II and 
Fig. 3). This finding implies that a systematic improvement 
in modeling of Mössbauer parameters can be achieved with 
the use of systematically improvable \textit{ab initio} methods. It is 
expected that even better agreement with the experiment can 
be achieved with the use of more sophisticated methods of 
quantum chemistry, such as the coupled-cluster method 
[CCSD(T)] or the multireference second-order perturbation 
theory method (CASPT2).

An independent verification of the quality of the \( 119\text{Sn} \) 
calibration constants obtained in this work is achieved in the 
calculation of variation of the \( 119\text{Sn} \) isomer shift in \( \text{CaSnO}_3 \) 
perovskite under pressure. Reasonable agreement of the 
theoretical values of the isomer shift in the pressure range of 
0–36 GPa with the experimental values has been reached. 
However, more precise information on the variation of the 
lattice parameters and atomic fractional coordinates is neces-
sary to provide a more reliable description of isomer shifts. 
Nevertheless, the ability of the computational approach em-
ployed in the present work to correctly describe very tiny 
variations of the isomer shift resulting from the change in 
local geometry under pressure is encouraging. It is our hope 
that with the use of the current theoretical approach one can 
achieve a reliable interpretation of the experimental Möss-
bauer spectra in situations where simple models based on 
intuitive arguments may fail.

IV. CONCLUSION

Reliable theoretical determination of the hyperfine pa-
rameters of Mössbauer active nuclei still remains one of the 
challenging tasks in computational chemistry. The interpre-
tation of Mössbauer isomer shifts necessitates the determina-
tion of a method-independent value of the calibration constant \( \alpha \), which connects the electron density in the vicinity of the 
nucleus and the isomer shift via Eq. (2).

In the present work, we have undertaken a theoretical 
study of the calibration constant \( \alpha \) of the \( ^{119}\text{Sn} \) nucleus using 
recently developed methodology which is based on a defini-
tion of the isomer shift as a derivative of the total electronic 
energy with respect to the nuclear charge radius.\textsuperscript{23} \text{Sn} is one of the 
best studied Mössbauer nuclei and the availability of a 
large amount of data facilitates a reliable calibration. In 
a number of previous studies, calibration constants \( \alpha^{(119}\text{Sn}) \) 
ranging from 0.17\( a_0^{-3} \) mm/s (Ref. 68) to 0.037\( a_0^{-3} \) mm/s 
(Ref. 69) have been obtained from the experimental and the-
torical data. The most recent theoretical value of the 
\( \alpha^{(119}\text{Sn}) \) constant is \( (0.092 \pm 0.002) a_0^{-3} \) mm/s as obtained in 
the periodic density functional calculations of Svane et al.\textsuperscript{12}
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